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© Segmented video on-demand system.

© In a system for distributing videos, a plurality of

videos are stored on a mass storage device. Each

video includes a plurality of frames of digitized video

data for play-back on a viewing device. The system

includes a memory buffer for storing a segment of a

selected one of the videos. The segment includes a

predetermined number of frames representing a pre-

determined time interval of the selected video. In

addition, the memory buffer includes a write pointer

and a read pointer. Software controlled servers are

provided for writing and reading video data of the

selected video to and from the memory buffer, in-

dependently, at locations indicated by the write and

read pointers to transfer the selected video to the

viewing device.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention applies to the general area of

information distribution, and more particularly Lo

information distributed as video signals,

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

There, is a need to provide consumers with

video services on-demand. Desirable video on-de-

mand services can Include, for example, movies,

sporting events, interactive games, home shopping,

textual information, and educational and arts pro-

grams, hereinafter collectively referred to as .."vid-

eos". It should be understood that videos generally

inciudes both video and audio portions, although, a

video may only have an image portion as in textual

information, or only an audio portion
t
as for exam-

ple music.

Consumers would like videos of their choice to

be available at times and locations convenient for

them. It would be an advantage if the videos could

be delivered by any transmission medium, such as

commercial telephone, cable, and satellite net-

works. The videos should be compatible with read-

ily available display systems, such as NTSC stan-

dard televisions, or personal computers.

Furthermore, consumers would like to have

real-time, interactive VCR-like control of the videos,

skipping, holding, or replaying portions at will-

Home shopping and video games require a much
higher level of interaction between the video and

the game-player. In addition, the system used to

provide video on-demand services should be

scaleable at a reasonable cost to maximize the

availability of the service to large populations of

consumers.

A major problem with known distribution sys-

tems for video services, such as broadcast or cable

television is that the consumer has no control over

program or time selection. Also, known video dis-

tribution systems are limited by predetermined

channel allocations in the number of different vid-

eos that are available at any one time. And, most

known video services are generally not interactive.

Some video services allow for on-demand de-

livery of videos over specialized high-speed fiber

optic cable networks. Generally such services de-

liver the video to the customer as one continuous

uninterruptable stream. Therefore, such services

generally require expensive mass storage devices

and special play-back equipment at the consumer's

location to provide interaction. Alternative such ser-

vices require duplicate system resources at the

distribution site for each of the customers, even if

multiple customers are viewing the same video.

Consequently, known video on-demand systems

which deliver videos to consumers are not easily

expandable to large scale distribution. I

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
j

5 in view of the foregoing, it should be apparent
|_

that there still exists a need in the art for a method

and system for interactively viewing and delivering

videos which is readily expandable without sub-

stantial incremental costs- In a system for distribut-

w ing videos, a plurality of videos are stored on a

mass storage device, such as a video juke box.

Each vidoo includes including a plurality of frames.

Each frame including digitally encoded video data,

the video data representing a timo sequenced im- _ ;

75 age and audio signals for play-back on a viewing [

device.

The system includes a memory buffer for stor-

ing a segment of a selected video. The segment
includes a predetermined time interval of the se- ;

20 lected video. In addition, the memory buffer includ-

ing a write pointer and at least one read pointer.

Software controlled servers are provided for

writing and reading video data of the selected

video to and from the memory buffer. The video

25 data are written to the memory buffer at memory
|

locations indicated by the write pointer while ad-
j

vanclng the write pointer. The video data are read

from the memory buffer at memory locations in-

dicated by the read pointer while advancing the

30 read pointer.

The read data of the selected video is therefore

transferred to the viewing device as a moving time

interval segment. The video data can be trans-

ported between the mass storage device and the

35 viewing device via a data communications network

such as the telephone system or a packet switched

network.

The system at the receiving end of the com-
munications network includes a memory buffer for

40 storing a segment of a selected video. The seg-

ment includes a predetermined time interval of the

selected video. In addition, the memory buffer in-

cludes a write pointer and a read pointer.

Video data received over the communications

45 network are written to the memory buffer at mem*
ory locations indicated by the write pointer while

advancing the write pointer. Means, such as a
remote controller, or provided to interactively posi-

tion the read pointer to any of the video data stored

50 in memory buffer. Play-back of the selected video

commences by reading the video data from the

memory buffer at memory locations indicated by
the read pointer while advancing the read pointer

as the video data are read.

55 As an advantage, a customer can view different

portions of the selected video, even though only a
single relatively small sized memory is required for

storing the segment. For example, if the memory

r—DOCI D: <EP 10633G94A1_I
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buffer stores about 10 minutes of the video data,

typically about 60 to 100 Megabytes, the customer

can interactively and independently view any por-

tion of the 10,

The invention in its broad form resides in a

distribution system for a plurality of videos as re-

cited in claim 1, The invention also resides in a

method for distributing a plurality of videos as

recited in claim 5.

In an exemplary embodiment, the memory

buffer includes a plurality of read pointers. Each

road pointer is associated with a particular viewing

device. Thai is the video data of the segment

stored in Ihe memory buffer is viewed by multiple

customers. In this embodiment, the read server

reads the video data beginning at each of the read

pointers while advancing the read pointers. Thus,

the selected video is transferred as a plurality of

moving time interval segments.

As an advantage, a large number of customers

can simultaneously view different portions of the

selected video, even though only a single relatively

small sized memory is required for storing the

segment. For example, if the memory buffer stores

about 10 minutes of the video data, typically about

60 to 100 Megabytes, at most 12 memory buffers

are required to allow many concurrent customers

to view any portion of a typical two hour movie.

In the preferred embodiment the memory buff-

er is a disk storage device managed as a circular

buffer. Initially, when the buffer does not contain

any video data to be transferred, the video data are

written at a higher rate than the rate at which the

video are read for piay-baok. Thus, the memory

buffer is...rapidly filled, so that requests to view

different portions of the video can be fulfilled soon

after transfer of the video is initiated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other features and advantages of

the present invention will become apparent from

reading of the detailed description in conjunction

with the attached drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a high-level schematic view of a

system for providing videos on-demand ser-

vices;

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a video on-

demand system;

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a video*

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a procedure to

request a video;

Figure 5 is a block diagram of a procedure to

transfer a video;

Figure 6 is a timing diagram of a segmented

video;

Figure 7 is a block diagram of a segment cache;
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Figure 8 is a block diagram of a server segment

cache;

Figures 9 and 10 are block schematics of the

segment cache operation;

Figure 1 1 is a block diagram of a procedure for

managing segmented broadcast streams; and

Figure 12 is a block diagram of a customer

segment cache.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT

Referring to Figure 1, there is shown a system

for providing videos on-demand. The system in-

cludes customer premises equipment (CPE) 10

located at sites distributed over a large geograph-

ical area, one or more centralized video on-demand

systems 20, and a communications network 30.

Generally, videos are transferred from the video

on-demand systems 20 to the CPE 10 over the

network 30, However, videos can also be trans-

ferred among the video on-demand systems 20,

The physical medium used for communicating

between the video on-demand system 20 and the

CPE 10 can be :
for example, a twisted pair of

wires, a co-axial or fiber optic cable, or a micro-

wave' or satellite link. The continuous physical path

used for communicating is called a circuit The

circuit includes a relatively small bandwidth "bi-

directional" channel for communicating control sig-

nals, and a relatively large bandwidth "down-

stream" channel for communicating video signals.

The circuit may also include additional channels,

for example, a medium bandwidth channel may be

allocated for two-way communications such as

plain old telephone service.

The configuration of the CPE 10 at each cus-

tomer location can vary with the needs of the

customer. The CPE 10 includes a network interface

box 11, a viewing device 12, and a video controller

13, The interface box can include an optional cus-

tomer segment cache 14.

The interface box 1 1 is for receiving videos to

play-back on the viewing device 12 via the down-

stream channel. The interface box 11 also commu-

nicates commands with the video on-demand sys-

tem 20 via the bi-directional channel as will be

explained hereinafter.

Customer commands can be demands for vid-

eo services. While a video is being transferred to

the CPE 10, customer commands can include

VCR-iike control functions, such as reverse, for-

ward, and pause, generally not available for known

broadcast or cable-TV services. Moreover, cus-

tomer commands for more sophisticated functions,

such as jump backward or jump forward, to skip

over entire portions of the video are also sup-

ported. Furthermore, specialized customer com-
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mands for controlling highly interactive videos,

such as games or home shopping, are possible.

The viewing device 12 can be, for example, a

monitor, a television, a VCR, or dala processing

equipment such as a personal computer or a work-

station. The video controller 13 for entering cus-

tomer commands can be configured as a hand-

held remote controller for communicating with the

interface box 11 by using radio or infrared signals.

Alternatively, the video controller 13 can be a tele-

phone capable of generating audible tones by
pressing the dialing buttons.

The optional customer segment cache 14,

which will be described in greater detail hereinafter,

is for locally storing portions of videos received by
the CPE 10.

Figure 2 is a more detailed depiction of one
centralized video on-demand system 20, The video

on-demand system 20 includes a gateway server

21, a video server 22, a library server 23, and an

optional server segment cache 24. The video on-

demand system 20 also includes a plurality of

communications ports 80 for interfacing with the

network 30.
'"

The gateway, video, and library servers 21 -23

are connected to each other for process control by
a control bus 26. The video server 22 and the

library server 23 are connected to each other by a
data bus 27. The servers 21-23 can be imple-

mented as workstations, each workstation having

disk and semiconductor memory for executing dis-

tributed software programs.

The optional server segment cache 24, which

will be described in greater detail hereinafter, is for

locally storing portions of videos to be transmitted

to the GPE 10.

The gateway server 21 includes an interactive

gateway unit (IGU) 31 and a server management
unit (SMU) 32. The IGU 31 is for communicating

commands with the CPE 10 over the network 30.

The IGU 31 includes a customer database 33 for

containing administrative data identifying custom-

ers. The SMU 32, in response to commands, co-

ordinates the video server 22 and the library server

23 to deliver the selected video to the CPE 10 for

viewing by the customer.

The library server 23 includes a bulk video

storage system, such as a video juke box 41. The
juke box 41 can be in the form of high capacity

disks or tapes storing thousands of videos in en-

coded, compressed, and digitized form. A typical

two hour compressed VHS movie requires about

1 .1 5 Gigabytes of storage. Of course videos having

higher resolutions, such as HDTV videos, may re-

quire greater amounts of storage. It should be
understood that videos can be acquired for storing

on the juke box 41 via the network 30 from, for

example, another video on-demand system 20.

Each video server 22 includes a video server

controller 5t and a disk read/write controller 52
having disks 53. By using modern high capacity

disks, for example redundanl arrays or inexpensive

a disks (RAID), a video server 22 can store over 100
Gigabytes of video data, equivalent to some one
hundred full-length feature movies.

The video server 22 also includes one Dr more
first-in, first-out (FIFO) video buffers 60 made of,

10 for example, semiconductor dynamic random ac-

cess memory (DRAM}. Each buffer 60 is partition-

ed into a plurality of chunks 61. One chunk 61 for

storing, for example, 64K bytes of video data. Tho
size of each FIFO buffer 60 is dynamically adjust-

75 able by allocating or deallocating chunks 61 during

operation.

Connected to each FIFO buffer 60 is one or

more packet controllers 70. The packet controllers

70 are for reading variable sized data packets from
20 the FIFO buffers 60.

The communications ports 80 provide the inter-

face between the video on-demand system 20 and
the network 30. It should be understood that the

video on-demand system 20 can include ports 80
25 configured for communicating signals using meth-

ods adapted for different types of networks 30.

Two methods of communicating are used. In a
first method, signals are communicated over a
fixed bandwidth, point-to-point circuit which is es-

30 tablished for the duration of the transfer between
the source of the video, the video on-demand sys-

tem 20 and the destination, the CPE 10.

This method of communicating can be used,

for example, with the world's largest crossbar

35 switch, the public telephone network carrying digi-

tal broadband transmission. In the United States

there are about 93 million home phone connec-
tions, and about 43 million business phone connec-
tions providing access to a substantial market for

40 video on-demand services,

The telephone network uses T1 -carriers having

a bandwidth of 1.544 Megabits per second
(Mb/sec). T1 -carriers can readily transfer com-
pressed motion picture videos. In North America,

45 T2-carriers having a bandwidth of 6 Mb/sec are

also available. And, T3-carriers, available at some
locations, have a bandwidth equivalent to 28 T1-

carriers. In Europe and elsewhere, E1 -carriers sup-
port transmission rates of 2 Mb/sec.

50 Alternatively, in the United States, Bellcore's

Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Loop (ADSL) ser-

vices permits limited distance, approximately 5
kilometers, communication of digital encoded sig-

nals at T1 speed using ordinary twisted pair tele-

65 phone lines. Higher data transfer rates are possible

over shorter distances. A typical ADSL circuit is

generally partitioned into three virtual channels, a
16 Kb/sec bi-directional channel for carrying control

3GCIQ:jcEP_ _ X:0S3GG4A1. J , ^™ . ., . . . .
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siqnals between the CPE 10 and to the video on-

demand system 20. a 1.5 Mb/sec downstream

channel for carrying video data signals to the CPE

10, and a 64 Kb/sec two-way communications

channel for plain old telephone signals.

Alternatively, the dedicated point-to-point fixed

bandwidth circuit can be a channel, or. a portion of

a channel of a commercial cable-TV (CATV) sys-

tem Channel here meaning a traditional 6 MHz

broadcast TV channel. A typical cable system can

have a capacity equivalent to hundreds of broad-

cast-TV channels. By using frequency and/or time

division multiplexing techniques, it is possible to

partition a single traditional -6 MHz CATV channel

into several sub-channels to provide two-way com-

munications and to increase the capacity of the

CATV network.

In a second method, the video is transferred

using a packet-switching wide area, or local area

network such as are used by computer systems in

the business sector. With this type of transfer the

communication signals are transferred as packets

between addresses on me network. In th,s case,

the network is shared by all potential sources (the

video on-demand systems 20), and destinations

(the CPE 10).

The transmission path of digital packet-switch-

ing networks typically has a very high bandwidth

and can accommodate burst transmission that are

many times that of the play-back speed of the

compressed video. For example, an Ethernet can

accommodate digital signaling rates of 10 IMb/sec

and Fiber Distributed Data Interconnect (FDDl) can

accommodate rates of 100 Mb/sec. Therefore, m

these type of networks, many packets can be sent

between multiple sources and destinations over the

same physical medium using time div.sion mul-

tiplexing techniques.

For example, a 10 Mb/sec Ethernet can be

partitioned into six 1.5 Mb/sec sub-channels How-

ever videos transferred over a full-capacity Ether-

net would probably appear to break-up or run at a

slower speed, since a minimum bandwidth can not

always be guaranteed due to signaling characteris-

tics of the Ethernet such as collisions. Therefore,

the network has to be configured to operate at a

lower than theoretical capacity in order to sustain

continuous video play-back speed.
_

Now with reference to Figure 3 the internal

data structure a video suitable for transfer over the

network 30 will be described. The video 100 is, for

example a 1.2 GB feature length movie, having a

start and an end. The data of the video 100 is in a

form suitable for transfer over the network 30 by

using encoding and compressing techniques, for

example, the industry standard Motion Picture Ex-

pert Group (MPEG) compression algorithms.

MPEG compression can reduce the video data by

as much as a factor of 200 while achieving a

quality comparable with known VCR videos.

The video 100 includes a plurality of packets

110, generally indicated by the numerals 1-N. The

5 number or packets in the video is dependent or.

tine "length" or viewing time of the video. Each

packet 110 includes a packet header 120, packet

data 140, and an optional packet filler 160-

The packet header 120 includes an ID 121, a

70 RATE 122, and a TIME-STAMP 123, and a PACK-

ET-SIZE 125. The ID 121 identifies the particular

video The RATE 122 is determined by the level of

compression that is used to transform the analog

signals of the video to digital data. MPEG supports

,6 varying compression rates dependent on space,

time and motion factors of the video. The TIME-

STAMP 123 indicates the position of the packet

data 140, time-wise, relative to the beginning of the

video 100. The PACKET-SIZE 125 is used to in-

20 dicate the number of data bytes of the packet 1 10

The PACKET-SIZE 125 is used by software that

manipulates the various packets 110 to manage

storage requirements.

If the video is being transferred over a packet-

Z5 switched ne^ork having addressable logons the

packet header 120 also includes an ADDRESS 124

to determine the destination of the packet 110. the

destination corresponding to the geographical loca-

tion of the CPE 10.

The packet data 140 of each packet 110 in
lilts (jeu~,r\GL ufcinj- - — •

eludes either digital video data or digital audio data,

but not both. In a typical video, there are about

seven "video" packets for every "audio" packet

The packet data 140 includes about 1 to 4 KB of

as encoded and compressed video or audio data. The

data in the consecutive packets 110 are treated as

a continuous bit stream defining the frames of the

video. Typically, the frames 180 are displayed cn

the viewing device at a fixed rate of, for example,

40 30 frames per second.

Depending on the level of compression, a

frame 180 can include 1 KB to 16 KB of digital

data In other words, for highly compressed por-

tions of the video 100, a single video packet 110

45 may contain several frames 180. For images com-

pressed to a lesser extent, several packets 110

may be required to compose a single frame.

A frame 180 includes a time-stamp bit se-

quence 181. frame data bits 182, and an end-of-

so frame bit sequence 1 83. Two types of time-stamps

181 are used with MPEG compression, a program

time-stamp and a temporal time-stamp. A program

time-stamp Is the absolute time-wise position of the

frame 180 relative to the beginning of the video

55 1 00 A temporal time-stamp indicates the time-wise

offset of the frame 180 relative to a previous frame.

Typically every fourth frame will have program

time-stamp- The frequency of time stamping can
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be programmed at the lime that the video is en-

coded and compressed.

For MPEG, three types of frames are defined:

an Hrame; a P-trame; and a B-rrame.

An Hrame is a "reference
1
* frame depicting an

image which is not dependent on any other frame

of the video. That is, the image of the l-frame is

wholly derived from the bits of the Hrarne.

A P-frame is a "delta" frame representing an

image derived from another frame. The P-frame

conlafns the bits of the image which are different

than the bils of the frame from which the image of

the P-framc is to bo derived. The P-framo typically

includes a temporal .lime-stamp indicating the rela-

tive time-wise oJFset of the P-Frame from the frame

from which it is derived.

A B-frame is an "interpolate" frame used to

create images from previous and/or following I or P

frames. The B-frame can also include a temporal

time-stamp.

Typically an l-Frame is larger, that is, includes

more data, than a P-frame, which in turn is larger

than a B-frame. The ratio of h to, P- to B-frames in

a particular video varies greatly, depending on the

encoder algorithm used, and the type of motion

and detail of the images represented by the

frames.

The packet filler 160 is used to assure a con-

stant bit transmission rate at a predetermined ban-

dwidth. For example, an MPEG compressed video,

may only require a data rate of 1.2 Mb/sec in order

to sustain play-back of the video at normal or real-

time speed. Therefore, if the communications me-
dium can sustain a higher signaling rate, for exam-

ple, 1,5 Mb/sec, the packet filler 160 supplies the

"bits" for the remaining 0.3 Mb/sec capacity of the

communications medium. It is possible, for exam-

ple when the video is paused, that the packet

contains only filler bits. However, if the video is

transferred at higher than normal play-back rate,

the packets 110 of the video may not include the

packet filler 180.

In general, during operation of the video on-

demand system 20, while a video is being trans-

ferred to a customer, the logical path which is

followed by the data of the video, is referred to as

a "broadcast stream." Therefore, connecting a cus-

tomer to a broadcast stream means enabling the

delivery of a video.

Usually, the packets 1 1 0 of the video are trans-

mitted via the broadcast stream at play-back

speed, That is, the rate of delivery of data to the

CPE 10 is substantially synchronized with the play-

back of the video .on the viewing device 12. It

should be apparent that portions of the video hav-

ing different compression ratios may be delivered

at differing rates.

It is also possible for the broadcast stream to

operate as an outlaw broadcast stream. An outlaw

broadcast stream is a stream that is transferring

video data aL a non-play speed to a single cus-

s iomer. That is, the stream is not allocated for the

continuous and concurrent delivery of video data to

potentially multiple customers. For example, while

a customer is forwarding or reversing, have the rate

of data defivery is substantially different from the

10 normal (real-time) play-bach speed of the video.

Therefore, the resources required to support the

outlaw broadcast stroam are generally not shared

among customers.

According to the .preferred embodiment of the

is invention, resource requirements are minimized by
having multiple customers share the resources of a

single broadcast stream, and by eliminating outlaw

broadcast stream as soon as possible. For exam-
ple, by dynamically expanding the size of the FIFO

20 buffer 60, multiple packet controllers 70 can read

different portions of the same video. Thus, a single

video stored on the disks 53 can be viewed by
multiple customers using the same FIFO buffer 60,

The general operation of a procedure 400 for

25 requesting video on-demand services is described

with reference to Figure 4. In step 410, the cus-

tomer connects the CPE 10 to a selected one of

the video on-demand systems 20 via the network

30. The connection can be made by pressing one
30 or more buttons on the video controller 13, for

example a remote controller or a telephone. The
interface box 11 connects to the video-on demand
system 20 by, for example, auto-dialing, logging-

on, or channel selecting, depending on the configu-

35 ration of the network 30 used to reach the video

on-demand system 20.

In step 420, after the connection is established,

the CPE 10 is connected to the IGU 31 of the

gateway server 21 for identifying the customer by
40 using the subscriber data base 33 maintained by

the gateway server 21. The subscriber data base
33 can include, in addition to billing and other

administrative information, a description of the con-

figuration of the CPE 10 so that the video on-

45 demand system 20 can determine how to commu-
nicate with the CPE 10 of a particular customer.

In step 430, after the customer has been iden-

tified, the customer selects a video for viewing. The
video is selected from a menu of available titles.

so The menu of available titles corresponds to the

videos stored in the video juke box 41. The menu
is displayed on the viewing device 12 and videos

are selected with a remote controller. Alternatively,

the menus are presented to the customer as voice

55 messages, and the customer makes a selection by
pushing the buttons on the telephone.

The customer may also select a particular por-

tion of the video at which viewing should com-
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rnence, that is, the "VIDEO-TIME." If the customer

selects a VIDEO-TIME, the video is transferred to

the customer beginning with the packet 110 having

a corresponding TIME-STAMP 123. If the VIDEO-

TIME is not selected, the video is shown from the

beginning,

la addition, the customer can also select the

"BROADCAST TIME" for the selected video. The

BROADCAST-TIME is the time-of-day when the

video is to be delivered. If the BROADCAST-TIME

is not selected the video is delivered as soon as

possible.

In step 440, at the BROADCAST-TIME, a de-

termination is made if a broadcast stream ..substan-

tially synchronous with the selected video is in

progress or scheduled for broadcast. If true, con-

tinue with step 460, otherwise if false, in step 450,

create the broadcast stream for the seiected video.

In step 460, the CPE 10 is connected to the

broadcast stream and the selected video is trans-

ferred in step 470,

A procedure 500 for transferring the selected

video is shown in Figure 5. In step 510, the video

server. controller 51, as directed by the SEvlU 32,

causes the disk read/write controller 52 to transfer

the selected video from the juke box 41 of the

library server 23 to the disks 53 via the data bus

27, if the selected video is not already stored on

the disks 53, If the selected video is not stored on

the juke box 41 the seiected video can be acquired

from another video on-demand system 20 via a

high bandwidth communication circuit over the net-

work 30 such as, for example a FDD1 circuit

In step 520, once the selected video is stored

on the disks 53, the video is read from the disks 53

into the FIFO buffer 6D allocated to the broadcast

stream one chunk 61 at the time. One of the

purposes of the FIFO buffer 60 is for smoothing

disk latencies. Another purpose of the FIFO buffer

60 is to permit multiple customers to access the

same video while reading video data from the disks

53 only once.

In step 530, the selected video is read from the

FIFO buffer 60 by the packet controller 70. Nor-

mally, the packet controller 70 transfers the pack-

ets 110 to the CPE 10, via the network 30, at play-

back speed. That is, the packet controller 70 sup-

plies video data for viewing at periodic intervals

timed to coincide with the viewing of the data,

. Alternatively, the packet controller 70 can also sup-

ply video data at rates different than the play-back

rate.

While the most recently filled chunk 61 of the

FIFO buffer 60 is being emptied by the packet

controller 70, another one of the chunks 60 is being

filled with the next portion of the selected video.

In step 540, the packets 110 are communi-

cated to the CPE 10, As will be explained herein,

the packets 110 are usually communicated for

viewing via the segment cache, either the server

segment cache 24, or the customer segment cache

14, or the expanded FIFO 60.

5 In step 550, at the CPE 10 the packets 110 are

received. The interface box 11 parses the packet

header 120, and if necessary strips the packet filler

160, The packet data 140 are decoded and de-

compressed into frames 180, and the frames 180

70 are converted to analog video and audio signals for

play-back on the viewing device 12.

In step 560, while the video is being trans-

ferred, the customer can enter commands on the

video controller 13 to alter the sequence of delivery

75 of the packets 110. The commands are transmitted

via the bi-directional channel of the circuit to the

gateway server 21.

In step 570, if the customer enters a command,

the sequence of delivery of the packets 110 is

20 altered accordingly, otherwise continue with step

530 until the end of the video. When the video has

been delivered, the customer can either select an-

other video, or the CPE 10 is disconnected from

the video on-demand system 20.

25 It should be apparent that as the number of

customers viewing a particular popular video be-

comes very large, the number of broadcast stream

could likewise become large, consuming valuable

system resources.

30 Therefore, a scheme is disclosed for reducing

broadcast streams and to maximize the number of

customers sharing a single broadcast stream. This

scheme is enabled by managing the transfer of

videos in a segmented fashion. A segmented

35 broadcast stream not only minimizes resource re-

quirements, but in addition, enables a more sophis-

ticated level of control over the video by the cus-

tomer. Furthermore, a segmented broadcast stream

makes the video on-demand system 20 realistically

40 scaleable to service large populations spread over

geographically dispersed communities.

In the preferred embodiment of the invention,

as shown in Figure 6, the video 100 is transferred

as a. moving or rolling viewing window called a

45 video segment 200 having a time-interval based

span or size. The video 100 is transferred by

moving the viewing window or video segment 200

forward, from the start to the end, at a substantially

constant speed to coincide with the play-back

so speed of the video 100. However, in response to

the customer commands entered on the video con-

troller 13 the position of the moving viewing win-

dow can be altered.

In Figure 6, the position of the moving video

55 segment 200 is shown relative to the video 100 for

various times T1 to T6, where T1 corresponds to

the relative position of the video segment 200 at

the beginning of the video, T2 to T5 intermediate

— 7
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times, and T6 corresponds to the position of the

video segment 200 at the end of the video 100,

The span or size of the video segment 200 is

determined by the length of the Lime interval of the

video segment 200 multiplied by the transmission

rate over the network 30. The transmission rate is

determined by the compression factor at normal or

i real-time piay speed. For example, at an MPEG
compression transmission rate of 1,5 Mb/sec, if the

time interval of the segment Is in the order of 6

seconds, the video segment 200 includes less than

a Megabyte of digitized vidoo data. Alternatively,

the video 100 can bo transferred with a larger

viewing window, for example, if; the span of the

window is, for example several minutes, the video

segment 200 includes tens of Megabytes of video

data.

The size of the viewing window can be ad-

justed to optimize for the delivery of different types

of videos. For example, movies, which are gen-

erally viewed by customers from start to end, can

have a viewing window sized quite differently from

highly interactive videos, where the time-wise

progress of the video is generally unpredictable.

However, in an exemplary embodiment of the

invention, the total number of viewing windows

which can be active for a particular video at any

one time is fixed to a predetermined number. For

example, for a two hour feature length movie, the

number of possible viewing windows may be fixed

at 24, each window being an adjacent segment of

the video. That is, segments can only be started at

intervals which are multiples of five minutes, for

example, at times 0, 5, and 10 minutes, relative to

the beginning of the video. By fixing the number of

viewing windows, the number of broadcast streams

is likewise limited. Yet, with only 24 windows, a

customer has, at the most, to wait only five minutes

to start viewing the selected video,

In any case, the amount of data in a video

segment 200 is relatively small when compared
with the amount of data which can be stored on

most conventional data storage devices used with

data processing equipment. Disk and semiconduc-

tor memory device capable of storing, for example,

a five minute video segment, about 60 Megabytes,

are readily available at a relatively low cost.

According to the preferred embodiment of the

invention, the current viewing window or video seg-

ment 200 is maintained in the segment cache-

Thus, immediate response can be provided to any

commands which reposition the video to any por-

tion within the viewing window. It is assumed that

most customer commands normally reposition the

video to a nearby portions. In other words, when a

customer command is to reverse, it usually is due

to a desire to replay a recently viewed portion of

the video.

Therefore, by having the segment cache 14 or

24, most customer commands can be processed

quickly. If the customer demands to view a portion

of the video not stored in the segment cache,

5 means are provided to position the play-back la the

desired oul-of-window portion, and then to fast-fill

the segment cache with the viewing window cor-

responding to the new position.

Three methods of video segment caching are

w disclosed. In one method, as is shown in Figure 1,

the CPE 10 includes the customer segment cache

14 for storing a single video sogmont 200. In

another mothod, as shown in Figure 2, the video

on-demand system 20 includes the customer seg-

15 ment cache 24 for storing a plurality of video

segments 200. In an alternative third method, the

moving windows or video segments are generated

directly from the FIFO buffers 60 by the packet

controller 70. That is, the FIFO buffers 60 also

20 serve as the segment cache. This method has the

advantage that it can be implemented without re-

quiring the expense of additional storage, however,

response time may not be as quick as with a

system having a dedicated segment cache 14 or

25 24.

tn general, however, the segment cache can be

located anywhere along the transmission path be-

tween the library server 23 and the viewing device

12, including interim location such as the commu-
30 nications network 30.

If the CPE 10 includes the customer segment
cache 14, the customer can have near instanta-

neous interactive control of the video, However, for

customers having CPE 10 not thus equipped, a

35 slightly less responsive service can be provided by
the server segment cache 24. As an advantage, the

centralized customer segment cache can be con-

currently shared by many customers, without any

substantial increase in system overhead, particu-

40 larly if large groups of customers are viewing the

same videos. The exact configuration of the seg-

ment cache, centralized, or distributed may depend
on market and cost considerations.

Figure 7 shows how the filling and the play-

45 back of the segment cache is managed. The seg-

ment cache includes a segment cache memory
block 300 sized to have a storage capacity slightly

larger, for example 10%, than that which is re-

quired for storing the moving viewing window or

so video segment 200. By making the segment cache

memory block 300 larger than the viewing window,

unavoidable delays due to network traffic, or video

on-demand system response time will not impede
the seamless delivery of the video. The segment

55 cache memory block can be disk or semiconductor

memory.
The segment cache memory block 300 is ad-

dressable by a movable FILL-POINTER 310 and a
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movable PLAY-POINTER 320. The packet control-

ler 70 writes video data in the form of packets to

the segment cache memory block 300 at a location

indicated by the FILL-POINTER 310. As the video

data are written to the segment cache block 300

the FILL-POINTER 310 is advanced. For example,

after writing an entire packet the FILL-POINTER

310 can be advanced by adding the PACKET-SIZE

124 of the packer header 120 to the FILL-POINTER

310.

Video data for viewing is read from the seg-

ment cache memory block 300 at a location in-

dicated by the PLAY-POINTER 320. As the video

data are read from the segment memory cache

300 the PLAY-POINTER 320 is like-wise advanced.

Initially, when the segment cache memory

block 300 is allocated to the broadcast stream, the

FILL-and PLAY-POINTERS 310 and 320 are both

pointing at locations at the beginning of the seg-

ment cache memory block 300. However, as will

be explained herein, the initial filling of the segment

cache memory block 300 is usually done at a rate

higher than which the data are read.

Therefore, soon after the segment cache mem-

ory block 300 is placed into use, the FILL-POINT-

ER 310 advances well ahead of the PLAY-POINT-

ER 320. The video data ahead of the PLAY-POINT-

ER 320 and behind the FILL-POINTER 310, gen-

erally indicated by reference numeral 330, are the

video data which has not yet been viewed.

It should be understood that in an exemplary

embodiment of the invention, the segment cache

memory block 300 is managed as a circular buffer

where the FILL- and PLAY-POINTERS 310 and 320

can wrap around from the end of the segment

cache memory block 300 to the beginning, but the

FILL-POINTER 310 is not allowed to over-run the

PLAY-POINTER 320. The packet controller 70 is

biased to fill the segment cache memory block 300

with as much of the viewing window 200 as possi-

ble. It should be understood, that if the rate of

reading the cache (play-back) is the same as the

rate of writing, that the PLAY- and FILL-POINTER

should generally advance at about the same rate.

Although the FILL-POINTER 310 only moves in

a forward direction, it is possible for the PLAY-

POINTER 320 to move in a backward direction. For

example, it the customer has entered a command

to reverse the video, the PLAY-POINTER 310

reads packets in a reverse chronological order.

The memory locations of the segment cache

memory block 300 ahead of the FILL-POINTER

320 and behind the PLAY-POINTER 310 are known

as a "hole" 340. The memory locations of the hole

340 are generally available for storing new packets

110 in anticipation for viewing.

Now with reference to Figure 6, the specific

structure of the server segment cache 24 is de-

scribed in greater detail. The server segment

cache 24 includes the segment cache memory

block 300, a cache controller 700, a write controller

710, and a piuraliLy read controllers 720 connected

5 to a corresponding number of ports 80.

The cache controller 700 is connected to the

gateway server 21 via line 38 for communicating

control signals. The write controller 710, via line 39,

is for connecting to one of the packet controllers 70

to of the video server 22 when a broadcast stream is

active to communicate data signals in the form of

packets 110. The write controller is connected to

the segment cache memory block 300 by line 711

for writing video data to the cache memory block

n 300 at memory locations specified -by .the...mQvable

FILL-POINTER 310.

Each of the read controllers 720 is connected

to the segment cache memory block 300 by a line

721 for reading video data from the segment cache

so memory block 300 at memory locations specified

by the associated PLAY-POINTER 320. Each of the

read controllers 720 is also connected the cache

controller 700 by a line 722. and to the ports 80 by

a line 723, respectively.

25 It should be understood that the video on-

demand system 20 can include a plurality of server

caches 24. Each server segment cache servicing a

plurality of customers connected to a broadcast

stream. It should also be understood that if only

so one customer is receiving the video on a broadcast

stream, then only a single read controller 720 is

active for the segment cache memory block 300. It

should also be understood, that the segment cache

can be by-passed completely, that is, the video

35 segments are transferred directly from the FIFO

buffers 60 to the CPE 10 by the packet controller.

The operation of the server segment cache 24

is described with reference to Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9 shows the segment cache memory block

40 300 having a FILL-POINTER 310 and a plurality of

PLAY-POlNTERs 320.. That is, the video data

stored in the segment cache memory block 300

are being viewed by a large number of customers

even though the video data for the segment cache

45 memory block 300 are written by a single packet

controller 70 at locations indicated by the FILL-

POINTER 310. By synchronizing as many cus-

tomers as possible to the same segment cache,

broadcast stream resources can be greatly re-

so duced. It is assumed that the PLAY-POINTERs 320

move forward or advances at a rate which is syn-

chronous with the rate that the moving window is

advancing during real-time or normal play-back of

the video. The rate at which the viewing window

55 moves forward is determined by the rate at which

the FILL-POINTER 310 is advanced by the writing

of the segment cache.

9
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As shown in Figure 10, the number of broad-

cast streams is kept to a minimum, for example
five, by synchronizing as many customers, gen-

erally indicaled by the PLAY-POlNTERs 320, to as

few sliding window video segments 200 as possi-

ble. Furthermore, the delivery of videos by the

packet controller 70 of the video on-demand sys-

tem 20 is biased to get an out-of-sync viewer onto

one of the common broadcast streams.

An out-of-sync viewer is synchronized by iden-

tifying a target broadcast stream having a FILL-

POINTER time-wiso near tho FILL-POINTER of the

out-of-sync broadcast stream. Once a targot broad-

cast stream is identified, the out-of-sync broadcast

stream writes to its segment cache at a faster data

rate until the FILL-POINTERS are coincident. Co-

incidence of PLAY-POINTERs can be determined

by comparing the time-stamps of the broadcast

streams. While in fast-fiJI mode, it Is permitted for

the FILL-POINTER to overrun the target broadcast

stream by a small amount.

After the FILL-POINTER of the out-of-sync

broadcast stream has caught up with the target

broadcast stream, the video delivery of the two

broadcast streams is essentially synchronized, and

the out-of-sync broadcast stream can be collapsed

into the target broadcasi stream.

Figure 11 shows the steps of a procedure 600
for managing and synchronizing broadcast

streams. In step 610, a broadcast stream is cre-

ated. During this step a FIFO buffer and a segment
cache are allocated. In step 620, a target broadcast

stream is identified. In step 630, the FIFO buffer is

primed with video data read from the disks by the

disk read/write controller. In step 640, further pro-

cessing may be delayed if the customer has re-

quested delayed delivery of the video.

In step 650, a next packet 110 is read from the

FIFO buffer by the packet controller. The packet

110 is transferred to the segment cache at a loca-

tion indicated by the FILL-POINTER.

In step 660, a determination is made if the next

packet is the last packet of the video. If true, in

step 670 terminate the broadcast, release re-

sources, and disconnect the CPE. During this step

billing information is updated in the customer
database.

Otherwise if false, in step 680 a determination

is made if the reading of the next packet causes a
chunk of the FIFO buffer to be empty. If true, in

step 690 read the next chunk of the video data

from the disks and proceed with step 692.

in step 692, the video server is, for example,

suspended, until a timer or channel interrupt is

detected for the next packet. Upon detection of the

interrupt continue with step 650.

Otherwise, if the determination in step 680 is

false, in step 694 it is determined if the broadcast

stream is an out-of-sync broadcast stream, if false,

continue with step 692.

Otherwise, if the determination in step 680 is

true, in step 695, a determination is made if the

s oul-of-sync broadcast stream is fast-filling. If the

determination in step 695 is false, continue with

step 692.

Otherwise, if the determination in step 695 is

true, in step G96, a determination is made if the

10 broadcast streams are now coincident. If the deter-

mination in step 696 is false, continue with step

692.

Otherwise, if the determination in stop 696 is

true, in step 697 con nect the CPE 1 0 to the target

75 broadcast stream at normal play-back speed, and

release the resources of the out-of-sync broadcast

stream, continue with step 692.

Now with reference to Figure 12, an alternative

embodiment of implementing the segment cache is

20 described. Figure 12 shows the CPE 10 including

the interface box 11 connected to the communica-
tions network by line 101, and the viewing device

12 connected to the interface box 11 by line 102.

Also shown is the video controller 13, and an

25 optional telephone 15 connected to the interface

box 11 by iine 103.

The interface box 11 communicates with the

network 30 via line 101 using digital encoded sig-

nals. Line 101 can be a twisted pair local loop

30 connected to a telephone central office, or a cable

drop connected to a cable network. The interface

box 1 1 transmits analog video and audio signals to

the viewing device 12 via line 102.

The interface box 11 includes a network inter-

35 face 801, a packet receiver 802, a decompres-
sor/decoder 803, and an interface controller 804.

Also shown is the optional customer segment
cache 14, connected between the packet receiver

802 and the decompressor/decoder 803.

40 A by-pass line 805 directly connecting the

packet receiver 802 to the decompressor/decoder

803 is used for a configuration of the interface box

11 not equipped with the customer segment cache
14. The by-pass circuit is also used when the

45 broadcast stream is not in play-back mode, for

example, during the processing of non play-back

commands such as forward, and reverse.

The network interface 801 is for managing the

signal separation on the virtual channels of the

50 circuit between the interface box 1 1 and the video

on-demand system 20. The data signals received

on the downstream channel are forwarded from the

network interface 801 to the packet receiver 802

via line 805.

55 If the interface box 11 does not include the

customer segment cache 14, video signals in the

form of packets 110 are received at regular timed

intervals to coincide with the normal play-back
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speed of the video. The packet receiver 802 parses

the packet header 120, and strips the packet filler

160, if necessary.

The packet data 140 are passed to the decom-

pressor/decoder 803, where the packet data 140

are broken down to frames 180, and the data in the

frames are converted to, for example, standard

NTSC broadcast signals suitable for display on the

viewing device 12 via line 102. The decod-

er/decompressor 150 can also be configured to

translate the video data 302 to video signals in

conformance with high-definition TV (HDTV) or a

monitor of a personal computer (PC). The decom-

pressor/decoder 803 includes a local buffer to store

compressed data before conversion to analog sig-

nals.

The customer controls the play-back of the

video with the video controller 13, for example, a

remote controller. By pressing buttons on the video

controller 13, the customer can request the delivery

of the video, and while the video is being ..played-

back, the customer can manipulate the sequence

of the frames of the video.

Commands which change the display se-

quence include forward, reverse, jump, and the

like. The jump command, which is generally not

available with known video on-demand services,

allows the customer to start viewing at essentially

any time position of the video. While the customer

is viewing a video game or other services such as

home shopping, the commands are especially tai-

lored for the particular video being delivered. The

commands indicated on the remote controller are

transmitted to the interface controller 804 by, for

example, infrared, or radio signals. Alternatively,

the commands are entered by using the dialing

buttons of the telephone.

The interface controller 804 decodes the com-

mands and converts the command into digital sig-

nals to transmit to the video on-demand system 20

on the bi-directional channel of the circuit.

The optional customer segment cache 14 in-

cludes the segment cache memory block 300, a

cache controller 800, a write controller B10, and a

read controller 820. In the preferred embodiment of

the invention, the memory block 300 is a small

form factor disk drive, similar to the disk drives that

are used with personal computers. A typical cus-

tomer segment cache 14 would have storage in the

range of about 100 Megabytes, that is, large

enough to store a moving window of having a span

of several minutes. The disk drive, as previously

discussed, is managed as a circular buffer.

The write controller 810, is connected to the

packet receiver via line 806 for receiving packet

data 180. The write controller 810 is connected to

the segment cache memory block 300 for writing

video data to the segment cache memory block
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300 at memory locations specified by the movable

FILL-POINTER 310, The read controller 820 reads

packet 180 from the cache memory block 300 at

locations indicated by the PLAY-POINTER 320 via

line 807. The cache controller 800 manages the

writing and reading of the cache memory block

300. The operation of the cache controller 800 is

similar to that described for the cache controller

700 of the server segment cache 24, that is, the

cache memory block is managed as a circular

buffer. However, it should be apparent that the

customer segment cache 14 only has a single

PLAY-POINTER 320,

The cache controller 800 also is capable of

gen erati ng commands for managing -th e. deli vering

of the video. That is, the cache controller 800

generates a command to fill the segment cache

with a new viewing if the customer attempts to

position the PLAY-POINTER 320 out of the cache.

Also, a cache near-empty condition will cause the

cache controller 800 to generate a command for

the video server to deliver additional packets; Com-

mands generated by the cache controller are com-

municated to the video server 22 via the bi-direc-

tional channel of the communications circuit.

A safety zone, for example ten seconds, is

maintained around the PLAY-POINTER 320. That

is the cache controller 800 uses look-a-head while

manipulating the PLAY-POINTER 320 in order to

anticipate any condition which may cause the

PLAY-POINTER 320 to collide with the FILL-

POINTER 310, or which may cause the PLAY-

POINTER 320 to reach a cache boundary, or any

other condition which may require attention of the

video server 22. By having a safety zone, any short

term delays in the video server 22, to process

commands related to managing the PLAY-POINT-

ER 320 can be tolerated, without interrupting the

seamless delivery of the video.

The cache controller 800 includes a cache

index 830- The cache index 830 links the packet

time-stamps to the cache memory addresses

where the corresponding packets are stored. The

cache index is dynamically created as the cache

memory block is filled with video data. Thus, the

user can request to start viewing by specifying, for

example, a time ofl-set from the current viewing

position. The cache controller 800 computes a cor-

responding cache memory address, and deter-

mines if that requested video portion is stored in

the cache. If it is, viewing can commence imme-

diately at the requested position, otherwise, a com-

mand is communicated to video on-demand sys-

tem 20 to begin delivery of the video at the re-

quested position.

Of course, the present invention is not intended

to be restricted to the particular arrangements of

the video on-demand system and the customer

11
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premises equipment of the embodiments disclosed

herein. Nor is the present invention intended to be
restricted to any specific use, The apparatus and
methods disclosed are Intended only for illustration

and for disclosure of an operative embodiment, and

not to show a) J of the various forms of modification

in which the invention may be embodied or op-

erated.

Therefore, the invention is not necessarily limit-

ed to the particular ernobdiment shown herein. It is

to be understood that various other adaptations and

modifications may bo made within the scope of the

claimed invention.

Claims

1. A syslem for distributing a selected one of a

plurality of videos, the selected video including

a plurality of frames, each frame including

digitally encoded video data, the video data

representing time sequenced image signals

and audio signals for play-back on a viewing

device, comprising;

means for storing the selected video;

a memory buffer, coupled to said means
for storing, for storing a segment of the se-

lected video, said segment including video

data of a forward moving time interval of the

selected video,

a write pointer, coupled to said memory
buffer, associated with a first data stream in-

cluding video data to be written to said mem-
ory buffer;

a read pointer, coupied to said memory
buffer, associated with a second data stream

including video data to be read from said

memory buffer;

means, coupled to said write pointer, for

writing said first data stream to said memory
buffer while distributing the selected video; and

means, coupled to said read pointer, for

reading said second data stream from said

memory buffer while distributing the selected

video, said means for reading operating in-

dependently from said means for writing, to

transfer any video data of said segment of the

selected video to the viewing device, while

writing said first data stream.

2. The system as in claim 1 Including a plurality

of read pointers, each read pointer being asso-

ciated with a different second data stream in-

cluding video data of said segment to be read

from said memory buffer, and said means for

reading to read each different second data

streams from said memory buffer whiie distrib-

uting said selected video, each different sec-

ond data streams transferring a different por-

tions of said segment of the selected video to

a corresponding different viewing devices.

3. The syslem as in claim 1 wherein said rnem-

5 ory buffer is a circular buffer, said writing

means to advance said write pointer to the

beginning of said circular buffer upon reaching

the end of said circular buffer, said reading

means to advance said at least one read point-

w er to the beginning of said circular buffer upon

reaching the end of said circular buffer, and

said writing moans to overwrite a particular

frame after said particular frame has boon
read,

15

4. The system as in claim 1 wherein said writing

means to write the video data of the selected

video to said memory buffer at a different rate

from reading the video data while distributing

20 the selected video, further including means for

reading the video data in reverse chronological

order beginning at said at least one* road point-

er, while moving said at least one read pointer

in a reverse direction.

5. A method for distributing a selected one of a

plurality of videos, the selected video including

a plurality of frames, each frame including

digitally encoded video data, the video data

30 representing time sequenced image signals

and audio signals for play-back on a viewing

device, comprising the steps of:

storing the selected video on a storage

device;

35 storing a segment of the selected video in

a memory buffer, said segment including a
forward moving time interval of the selected

video, said memory buffer including a write

pointer and at least one read pointer;

40 writing a first data stream including video

data of the selected video to said memory
buffer at said write pointer while advancing

said write pointer while distributing the se-

lected video; and

45 reading a second data stream including

video data from said memory buffer at said at

least one read pointer while advancing said at

least one read pointer, said reading operating

independently from said writing to transfer any
so video data of said segment of the selected

video to the viewing device.

6. The method as in claim 5 wherein said mem-
ory buffer includes a plurality of read pointers,

55 each of said plurality of read pointers asso-

ciated with one of a plurality of viewing de-

vices, and concurrently reading the video data

at each of said plurality of read pointers while
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advancing each o1 said plurality of read point-

ers to concurrently transfer different portions of

the selected video to each o1 said plurality of

viewing devices associated with each or said

plurality of read pointers, further including the 5

step of switching the association of any of said

plurality read pointers with any of said plurality

of viewing devices, further including the step of

positioning said at least one read pointer to

any of the frames stored in said memory buff- to

er, further including the steps of selecting a

particular frame of the selected video, and

writing the video data to said memory buffer

beginning with said particular frame.

15

7. A system for distributing a selected one of a

plurality of videos, the selected video including

a plurality of frames, each frame including

digitally encoded video data, the video data

representing time sequenced image signals 20

and audio signals for play-back on a plurality

of viewing devices, comprising;

a memory buffer for storing a segment of

the selected video, said segment including a

predetermined time interval of the selected 25

video, said memory buffer including a write

pointer and a plurality of read pointers, each

read pointer associated with one of the plural-

ity of viewing devices;

means for writing the video data of the 30

selected video to said memory buffer at said

write pointer while advancing said write point-

er; and

means for concurrently reading the video

data from said memory buffer at each of said 35n

plurality of read pointers while advancing each

. of said plurality of read pointers to concur-

rently transfer different portions of the selected

video to each of said associated plurality of

viewing devices. 40

8. A system for interactively viewing a selected

one of a plurality of videos, the selected video

including a plurality of frames, each frame in-

cluding digitally encoded video data and a 45

time stamp, the video data representing time

sequenced Image signals and audio signals for

play-back on a viewing devcice, a communica-

tions network for transmitting the video data,

comprising: 50

a memory buffer for storing a segment of

the selected video, said segment including a

predetermined time interval of the selected

video, said memory buffer including a write

pointer and a read pointer; 5£

means, connected to the communication

network, for writing the received video data to

said memory buffer at said write pointer while

advancing said write pointer;

means, connected to said memory buffer,

for positioning said read pointer to any of the

video data stored in said memory burier; and

means, connected to the viewing device,

for reading the video data from said memory

buffer at said read pointer while advancing said

read pointer to display the selected video on

the viewing device beginning at said read

pointer.

9. A method for interactively viewing a selected

one of a plurality of videos, the selected video

including a plurality of frames, each frame in-

cluding digitally encoded video data and a

time stamp, the video data representing time

sequenced image signals and audio signals for

play-back on a viewing device, transmitting the

video data over a communications network,

comprising the steps of:

receiving the video data over the commu-

nications network;

storing a segment of the selected video in

a memory buffer, said segment including a

predetermined time interval for the received

video data of the selected video, said memory

buffer including a write pointer and at least one

read pointer;

positioning said read pointer to any of the

video data stored in said memory buffer; and

writing the video data of the selected video

to said memory buffer at said write pointer

while advancing said write pointer; and

reading the video data from said memory

buffer at said at least one read pointer while

advancing said at feast one read pointer to

display the selected video on the viewing de-

vice beginning at sqaid read pointer.
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